
János Bolyai is one of the greatest �gures of Hungarian and universal siene. When mentioning his name, one

always thinks of his inventive ahievements in geometry. This is wholly legitimate, beause with the reation of absolute

geometry and non-Eulidean geometry in partiular, he opened up a new hapter in the history of siene. One an

rightly assert that few inventions had so great an impat on the development of sienti� world-view as that of Bolyai's

geometrial invention. His only work published during his lifetime, The Absolutely True Siene of Spae, was enough

to eternally insribe his name in the history of mathematis. Until reently we used to think that we had a omplete

knowledge about his life-work. However, the researh works of the last deade have shown that onerning the wide

problematis of number theory and the question of solubility of algebrai equations Bolyai's works were in the front

line of mathematial researh, sometimes preeding by deades other great sientists' disoveries.

János Bolyai's 26 pages long work The Absolutely True Siene of Spae, was issued as an addendum to his

father's book entitled Tentamen, therefore, it is often referred to simply as the Appendix. Written in Latin with a

remarkable preision and oniseness, it is one of the oustanding ahievements in the world history of mathematis

and it has been translated into several languages. Bolyai's disovery is not only the �rst step in the development of

modern mathematis, but his ideas had a signi�ant impat on the shaping of natural sienes in general. Aording to

Erik Temple Bell (1883�1960) the developments of hyperboli geometry revolutionized universal thinking to an even

greater degree than the ideas of Copernius [2℄. Bolyai's in�uene an also be deteted in the latest developments of

mathematis. It is re�eted in his theory of spae and in his widespread onepts in modern mathematis.

The Appendix is not the only work János Bolyai left to posterity. Even after the ompletion of his great work, he

studied and took notes ontinuously. It resulted in his vast legay of manusripts, fourteen thousand pages of whih

are kept in the Teleki�Bolyai Library of Marosvásárhely. These notes ontain the �treasures� (it was Bolyai's way of

naming his newly disovered theorems) that have been brought to light by the researh works of reent years.

1. János Bolyai's Course of Life

János Bolyai was born on the 15th of Deember, 1802 in Kolozsvár [urrently Cluj, in Romania℄. His father, Farkas

Bolyai (1775�1856), beame later the erudite professor of the ollege of Marosvásárhely, whereas his mother, Zsuzsanna

Benk® (1782�1821) was the daughter of a surgeon from Kolozsvár.

His later notes and his father's letters provide a detailed aount of the �rst setion of his life. He spent his

hildhood and youth in Domáld [now part of Vii³oara-Mure³ ounty in Romania℄ and Marosvásárhely [now Târgu-

Mure³ in Romania℄. His father gave very areful attention to his son's physial and intelletual eduation. The nimble,

wholesome hild showed from the very beginning outstanding intelletual apabilities ombined with a sharp pereption

and an implaable sense of justie. He learned to read and write very easily, as a �ve years old hild he ould already

distinguish various geometrial �gures, he was familiar with the sine funtion, and reognized the main onstellations.

He was also unusually talented in learning languages and musi. His father imposed on János systemati studying

from the age of nine, many subjets were taught to him by his father's more gifted students, but it was his father

who taught him mathematis from the very beginning. The extremely talented hild shortly beame familiar with

Eulides's six books, Leonhard Euler's (1707�1783) algebra and even the main part of George Vega's (1754�1802)

four-volume handbook.

Farkas Bolyai intended that János ontinue his studies in Göttingen with his friend of youth, Gauss. He wrote

to Gauss in this matter, but his friend did not answer to his letter. Therefore, after due onsideration he deided

to send his son to the Royal Engineering College of Vienna. In August 1818 János suessfully passed the entrane

examination and began his areer as a soldier.

While staying in Vienna, János was seriously interested in mathematial problems. The seeds of his original ideas

are already present in these notes. The illustrations found in his booklet ontaining solutions to mehanial problems

attest to the fat that around the year 1820 he had already began to ponder the unprovability of the axiom of

parallelism. In the same year, he experimented with one of the famous, anient problems, namely, the trisetion of

angles.

After he had �nished his studies, in September 1823 he was appointed seond lieutenant to Temesvár (now Timi³oara

in Romania). It was the plae where his more than three years' ogitation, whih had started in Vienna, reahed a

onlusive stage. On a winter night in 1823 he determined the relation holding between the so-alled angle of parallels

(u) and the distane of parallels (x), whih was later written down in �.29 of his Appendix:

(1) cot
u

2
= e

x

k

where e = 2.718 . . . .
In April 1826 Bolyai was transferred to Arad (now Arad in Romania). In 1831 Bolyai was ommanded to go to

Lemberg (today Lviv in Ukraine), then in 1832 another order alled him to Olmütz (now Olomou in the Czeh

Republi). In the previous years he had su�ered many times from various diseases, very often from malaria and

supposedly also from the infetion of the joints. In this period he was espeially restless and irritable and he openly

manifested his indi�erene towards military areer. The diret onsequene of all these was that from the 16th of June

1833 he was sent to retirement.
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Meanwhile, János Bolyai's pioneering work, The Absolutely True Siene of Spae, was published in 1832. This

important work [5℄ was published as an appendix to the �rst volume of Farkas Bolyai's Tentamen [3℄, but its o�-print

had already been ready the previous year, in April 1831 [4℄. The latter was the version whih, together with a letter,

was sent to Gauss by Farkas Bolyai on the 20th of June 1831. Gauss got the letter but János's work was lost on the

way. On the 16th of January 1832 Farkas sent the Appendix to his friend again with another letter in whih he wrote:

�My son appreiates Your ritique more than that of whole Europe and it is the only thing he is waiting for� [14℄.

After twenty-three years of silene, Gauss replied to his �old, unforgettable friend� on the 6th of Marh 1832. One

of his well-known sentenes was: �if I praised your son's work I would praise myself�. The letter deeply a�ited and

upset János Bolyai, although it re�ets appreiation, too: �. . . I am very glad that it is my old friend's son who so

splendidly preeded me� [14℄.

After his retirement János Bolyai returned to Marosvásárhely in June 1833. He lived at his father's plae for one

year, and then he moved to Domáld in 1834. There he lived in selusion until 1846, when he returned to Marosvásárhely

again. His stay at Domáld was not unfruitful in mathematial researh either, as former biographers have argued. It

was at this time that he wrote his other manusript, the Responsio, but he was also interested in the solvability of

algebrai equations of higher degree and made inquiries into number theory. In the last twenty-seven years of his life

he did not publish anything, mainly beause of his bad �naial situation, but this does not mean that he was not

working.

On the 20th of November 1856 his father died at the age of eighty-one. Farkas Bolyai's death took away from János

the only person he ould really talk to. From the autumn of 1857 he was ill and on�ned to bed almost all the time.

In January 1860 he got pneumonia and on the 27th he passed away.

Had he lived eight more years, he would have learned that several western mathematiians showed keen interest

in his life and signi�ant work. In 1867 the Frenh version [7℄, and in 1868 the Italian translation [8℄ of the Appendix

are published. At the same time the Grunerts Arhiv der Math. und Phys issues the biography of Farkas and János

Bolyai [13℄. These writings mark the beginning of the vast literature written on the two Bolyais.

2. The Absolutely True Siene of Spae

Anient geometry reahed its apex in Eulid's work, the Elements. It is a work in whih Eulid sets up geometry on

the basis of ertain fundamental notions and simple assertions alled axioms or postulates, while any further onept

or theorem is logially dedued from these axioms. Eulid's Postulate V. (in some versions axiom IX.) aroused the

interest of mathematiians already in anient times. Early mathematiians regarded that it was not �simple� and

�lear� enough to satisfy the requirements of an axiom. Thus, they �rst tried to substitute it with simpler axioms.

Later, the idea oured that Postulate V. might not be a fundamental truth at all, just a onsequene of other axioms.

Proving Postulate V. posed an important question, whih onerned for enturies various mathematiians of the world.

János Bolyai was the �rst to build up a geometry, whih neither a�rms nor negates Postulate V., but it rather

puts it aside: he interpreted parallelism in a way whih an intertwine the possibilities of a�rming and negating

Postulate V. Aordingly, both Eulidean (the Σ-system) and non-Eulidean geometry, or in other words hyperboli

geometry (the S-system) are speial ases of the more general geometry Bolyai alled absolute geometry. Bolyai's great

merit onsisted in his invention of absolute geometry and, within it, hyperboli geometry.

János Bolyai preserves all Eulides's postulates exept Postulate V. Just as in ommon pereption, all those basi

assumptions whih underlie the onneting of points with the help of lines and planes, the transfer of distanes and

angles with the same extent or the ongruene of triangles et. are also requirements of the S-system. The di�erene is

with regard to the question of parallelism, whih Bolyai eluidated in �1. of the Appendix. He de�nes parallelism not

with lines but with half-lines: the direted half-line

−−→
BN is parallel with the direted half-line

−−→
AM if the ounterlokwise

rotation of the half-lines from BA around B results in the half-line

−−→
BN , whih does not interset AM . Aording to

János Bolyai it is lear that from any point B outside line AM there is only one suh

−−→
BN and that

(2) ∠BAM + ∠ABN ≤ 2R

(R refers to the right angle).

Parallelism de�ned in suh a way is alled absolute parallelism, and if in ase (2) we only allow the use of sign <

then we talk about hyperboli parallelism. In the latter ase there are two � oppositely direted � parallels to AM

through point B. In the hyperboli de�nition there are several half-lines

−−→
BG whih are neither parallel with

−−→
AM nor
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do they interset it. Thus, while on the Eulidean plane two distint lines either interset or are parallel to eah other,

on the hyperbili plane there are lines whih neither interset nor are they parallels.

Both in its ontent and in its form János Bolyai's Appendix is one of the basi works in the history of mathemetis.

Absolute geometry widely and deeply in�uened further investigations. It opened up the way for new developments,

whih, in turn, extended their sope beyond mathematis, in�uening physis and other related sienes. However, its

immediate in�uene was on the development of mathematis.

The birth of Bolyai's geometry is a turning point in the history of the axiomati method. His work put an end to all

those axiomati investigations, whih � for thousands of years � had attempted to takle the problem of parallelism.

At the same time, these investigations opened up the way for a whole row of modern inquiries onneted with the

axiomati method. The questions of independene and ompatibility of the axiomati systems rose for the �rst time

in a lose relation to non-Eulidean geometry.

Finally, I would like to emphasize that the invention of absolute geometry is solely János Bolyai's merit. He was

the �rst to think of its reation, whih was not done with the help of non-Eulidean geometry. For him, non-Eulidean

geometry was a kind of gift resulting from absolute geometry.

3. Number Theory

All Bolyai-monographs unanimously assert: although János Bolyai tried his hand at a few problems in number

theory, his investigations were not partiularly suessful. However, his manusripts attest the opposite of all this.

Bolyai had a keen interest in questions of number theory and he had several original ideas, with whih he preeded

many other mathematiians of later ages.

Among the very �rst theorems found in Bolyai's legay is the following: If p and q are prime numbers, and a is an

integer divisible neither by p nor by q, and if ap−1
≡ 1 (mod q) and aq−1

≡ 1 (mod p), then

(3) apq−1
≡ 1 (mod pq)

[11℄.

We an readily observe that it is the same theorem whih James Hopwood Jeans (1877�1946) published deades

later in 1898. Sine we an de�nitely a�rm that this relation was �rst reognized and demonstrated by János Bolyai,

I propose that in the future it should be alled Bolyai�Jeans Theorem.

At a time János Bolyai thought that he ould �nd the formula of prime numbers by means of Fermat's little

theorem. This is why he tried to prove its onverse. As a result, he reahed onlusion (3). By substituting a = 2
in this relation, with repeated attempts he got the numbers p = 11, q = 31, and thus Bolyai found the smallest

pseudoprime number with respet to 2, that is, 341, for whih

2340 ≡ 1 (mod 341).

Thus, he showed that the onverse of the so-alled �little theorem� of Pierre de Fermat (1601�1665) was not true.

We an remark that the only one who found the number 341 in Bolyai's time was an anonymous sientist [1℄, but

Bolyai was not aware of this.

Bolyai's further observations onerning the Fermat's little theorem an be found in [11℄.

János Bolyai's inquiries onerning Fermat's two-square theorem are very valuable. The theorem goes as follows:

every prime of the form 4k + 1 (k ∈ N) an be written as a sum of two squares. The theorem had been formulated

by Fermat but it was demonstrated by Leonhard Euler (1707�1783) at about one hundred years later. Euler's proof

reahed the Teleki Téka of Marosvásárhely, where Farkas Bolyai read it. The proof seemed too long and ompliated

to him. Therefore, he asked his son to provide him with the �simplest� demonstration of the theorem. Within a short

period of time János sent his father a two-page letter with four possible solutions to the problem. His solutions were

so simple, beause he deployed his ahievements regarding the question of omplex integers. One of his solutions is

espeially simple [12℄. We feel, that nobody has provided a more brilliant solution to this theorem than Bolyai.

In addition to these theorems János Bolyai dealt with several other number theoretial problems too, namely, with

the Pell equation. Sine he did not know that the onverse of the Wilson's theorem � if (n− 1)! ≡ −1 (mod n), then
n is prime � had already been demonstrated by Lagrange, he, just as his father, sought a solution to this problem.

In his own words: �both my father and I solved the onverse of the so beautiful and important Wilson's theorem� [6℄.

We mention, that one an �nd in his manusripts even a magi square:

x y 3b− x− y

4b− 2x− y b 2x+ y − 2b
x+ y − b 2b− y 2b− x

János Bolyai onstruts his magi square in a general way, using letters.

Bolyai got the bulk of his knowledge onerning number theory from Gauss's Disquisitiones Arithmetiae (1801).

Inluding the most important and most reent problems, Gauss had sent a opy of his Disquisitiones, dediated to
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his friend, Farkas Bolyai (Amio suo de Bolyai per uram Pauli Vada, autor) as early as 1803. János ould have read

it in his early hildhood, beause at the age of 13 he already spoke Latin. But later, he de�nitely bought some of

Gauss's work in Vienna. The latter opy, aompanied by Bolyai's glosses an be found in the Library of the Hungarian

Aademy of Sienes. Farkas Bolyai's book is in the Teleki�Bolyai Library of Marosvásárhely.

We used to think [15℄ that Hungarian mathematis did not have signi�ant ahievements in number theory up to

the last quarter of the 19th entury. If we take into onsideration János Bolyai's ideas mentioned above, then it turns

out that the �rst investigations in number theory started half a entury earlier. Indeed, János Bolyai was the �rst to do

suh inquiries in Hungary. We an assert that the �rst Hungarian mathematiian to produe signi�ant ahievements

in the �eld of number theory was János Bolyai.

4. Algebrai Investigations

János Bolyai was also greatly interested in the solvability of algebrai equations. We an infer from his notes that

for a long time he had tried in vain to prove the solubility of the equation of �fth degree, but later, realizing his error,

also he got to the Ru�ni�Abel theorem. He found the problem in the works of Gauss, Andreas von Ettingshausen

(1796�1887), Joseph Luis Lagrange (1736�1813) and Farkas Bolyai. He often mentions in his notes Ettinghausen's

work published [9℄ in 1827 in Vienna, in whih the author mentions Paolo Ru�ni's (1765�1822) �demonstration� of the

solvability of algebrai eqations higher than fourth degree, dating from 1799. Bolyai was quik to realize the �aw of

Ru�ni's paper. His manusripts attest to the fat that he suessfully orreted Ru�ni's mistake and proved that suh

equations annot be solved. He asserts: �the general equation of �fth degree is unsolvable . . . the easiest orret way

is Ru�ni's solution' modi�ed by myself� [6℄. However, before Bolyai put down his ideas in this topi, mathematiians

had already been familiar with Niels Abel's (1802�1829) �awless demonstration from 1826. Bolyai did not know about

either Abel's or his ontemporary's, Evariste Galois's (1811�1832) works. The history of mathematis, in its turn, did

not know that in the middle of the 19th entury there was a Hungarian mathematiian, who solved one of the most

important algebrai problems.

5. Conlusions

There are very few sientists whose work is appreiated in their lifetime. The inventors of non-Eulidean geometry

did not have the opportunity to enjoy the triumph of their disovery. Above all, János Bolyai would have deserved

muh better reognition. His demonstration that the Eulidean axiom of parallelism was independent of other axioms

brought an end to a period of development of two millennia. He solved one of the most lasting problems of geometry

and thus reated the onept of modern geometry. At the same time, he also obtained signi�ant results in other

branhes of mathematis.

Now, on the oasion of his bientennial it is neessary to evoke his ourse of life, his ideas and his mathematial

ativity in the light of the most reent examinations. Thus, we an get a more detailed and olourful portrait of the

great inventor of geometry.
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